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The lower mantle is the major Earth's reservoir, where -subducting slabs, -ascending hot spots, 

-denser primitive mantle reservoirs, and -contact with the hot outer core dominate its dynamical 

activity. Its vigorous convection is a major driving force for plate tectonics. The lower mantle 

extends at depths from 670 km to 2900 km, corresponding to pressures from 25 GPa to 135 GPa. It 

is composed of three major phases; the (Mg,Fe)(Si,Al)O3 and CaSiO3 perovskites (Pv) and the 

(Mg,Fe)O ferropericlase (Fp). At a mantle depth about 300 km above the core-mantle boundary, the 

MgSiO3-Pv transforms to a post-Pv (PPv) CaIrO3-type structure (1). 

Despite their moderate concentrations, Fe [Fe/(Mg+Fe+Ca)~0.1] and Al [Al/Fe~1] dominate 

most of mantle properties; In particular, Fe is the main element presenting a variable oxidation state 

(Fe
0
, Fe

2+
 and Fe

3+
). Altogether, these two elements control -the lower mantle oxygen fugacity, -the 

thermal (if radiative) diffusivity, -the solubility of many minor and trace elements, -the mechanism 

of the various phase transformations, -etc. A major property is a great affinity between Al
3+

 and 

Fe
3+

 in the MgSiO3-based Pv-structure (2). This affinity affects largely the Pv crystal chemistry, 

inducing presence of various types of point defects and a high Fe
3+

/ΣFe content. On the other hand, 

a change of spin state in Fe has been observed in Fp and Pv at lower mantle pressure (3). 

Concerning the phase transition to the PPv structure, while this phase transition has been used to 

explain the peculiar seismological features of the lowermost mantle (4, 5), the effect of Fe and Al 

on this transition remained to be quantified experimentally. 

 

By means of in situ study of the Fe K-edge XANES spectroscopy, we investigated the major 

phase relations between the different lower mantle minerals. The high P and T assemblages were 

synthesized using the laser-heated diamond-anvil cell (DAC) at pressures up to more than 135 GPa. 

The sample's mineralogy was first determined using in-situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) at the ID27 

beamline (6). Using Rietveld refinements, we could refine the phase contents, such as the relative 

amount of Pv and PPv as a function of P and T. Then, we probed the Fe speciation, i.e. the Fe 

concentration in each phases, as well as the Fe oxidation state, in-situ in the DAC using the µ-

XANES mapping technique available at the ID24 beamline (7). Both pieces of information were 

combined to retrieve the Fe partitioning coefficient between the different high-pressure phases.  

We will discuss the implications of our results in terms of mineralogy of the deep mantle, 

phase relations between minerals, and we will develop preliminary interpretation for the 

seismological features reported for the lowermost mantle. 
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